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zatch was created by makoto raiku during her time working at sun comics. the initial design included
zatch as a boy with a mole on his face. raiku was told to design zatch as a young woman, and the

artist drew a "mole-less" zatch. the first of many changes the artist made to the character was that
zatch was given long hair, something she felt the mole covering his face was suppressing. after the

first draft of zatch's background was completed, raiku asked that she put on zatch's hat, which
turned out to be easy. she told raiku that zatch was just a joke and raiku later said she liked zatch as

she felt "he was a bit different". the second draft was then drawn, with zatch having a cat's face.
after this version was rejected, the artist scratched out zatch's face and added whiskers. the third

draft was brought about by kow otani's desire to create a mamodo main character. the fourth draft
was one that otani "revisited," with zatch having a short pigtail. the japanese version of zatch bell!
has a small difference between the english and japanese versions, in that zofis appears much more
frequently in the japanese version, especially the anime. he is much more antagonistic in the anime,
and even appears to be more villainous than his english counterpart. many of the enemies that he
creates are much more female than their english counterparts. also, kiyo takamine appears more
frequently in the japanese anime, as she is the star of the show. by the end of the anime, she had
completely converted into a mamodo, and was only fighting in order to save herself. her name was
spelled as "neko-takamine". in the japanese version, a mamodo battle is a close battle between the

mamodos.
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ryokan ryokan is a swindler who was once an associate of zatch bell's. when working as a bodyguard
for zatch, he eventually decided to use his evil schemes for himself. although he sometimes acted
like a friend of zatch's, ryokan was out for himself and never really cared for anything other than

money. ryokan attempted to steal zatch's memories to force him into working for him, but he failed
to defeat zatch and was caught by zatch. after undergoing training with zatch, ryokan was able to

control time and travel through dimensions, allowing him to disappear from time for long periods of
time. with his power, ryokan travels to many different dimensions to steal power, money, and other
items from different timelines. in one instance, ryokan took a part of zatch bell's heart with his skills
to open a bridge to a world where zatch and zatch's mother were still alive. ryokan's first and only
appearance in the series is when he appears in the present and tricks zatch into surrendering his

valuable property. from there on, ryokan disappears into the past where he plans to stay as zatch is
being chased by mamodo zofis. dragon dragon is an alien creature who was born in the mamodo

world. he was confused after arriving in the human world and was overwhelmed by the information
that was continually bombarding him. however, he eventually found a friend in zatch, whom he
treats as a big brother. dragon's powers include having fantastic vision and the ability to fly. he

slowly becomes close friends with zatch and eventually befriends zatch's sister, suzy. dragon is often
unable to control his new powers and accidentally gets involved in zatch's fight against zofis and his
army of mamodos. in the episode "save zatch!," dragon is temporarily given the ability to control his

abilities and has control over his vision. he uses this power to rescue zatch. 5ec8ef588b
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